
Seven Sisters Flint Band

Bedwell’s Columnar Flint

Whitaker’s Three Inch Flint

Flint in the Chalk



FLINTFLINT

What is flint?What is flint?
How many different types of flint?How many different types of flint?
Why does it have the funny shapes it Why does it have the funny shapes it 
does?does?
Why does it generally occur in bands?Why does it generally occur in bands?
How is it that flint bands can be correlated How is it that flint bands can be correlated 
over vast areas of northwest Europe?over vast areas of northwest Europe?



Flint marker beds traceable over thousands of km2



FlintFlint
Black CoreBlack Core SG 2.56SG 2.56 2.602.60
White CortexWhite Cortex SG 2.44SG 2.44 2.442.44
PatinaPatina
TypesTypes
Nodular horn flintsNodular horn flints
ZoophycosZoophycos flintsflints
Tubular flintsTubular flints
Sheet flintsSheet flints
Tabular flintsTabular flints
SemiSemi--tabular flintstabular flints
ParamoudraParamoudra flintsflints



Flint, sponges and fossils



Normal Thalassinoides flints in the Welton
Chalk Formation

Bromley & Ekdale (1986) reconstruction



Wafer-thin, wavy-shell of the fossil
Bivalve inoceramid
Cladoeramus undulatoplicatus
In a flint from the Bedwell’s
Columnar Flint at Lakeside
Thurrock



Giant Paramoudra flint



Sidestrand Western Mass, 
North Norfolk Coast



Paramoudra flints
The Caistor Paramoudra
basal Coniacian, Ashby Hill,
north Lincolnshire Wolds

Horizons in the Chalk of 
Europe with Paramoudra
flints are restricted and well 
known e.g. the Paramoudra
Chalk of Norfolk and
Northern Ireland; Bedwell’s
Columnar Flint in Kent and
the Warren Farm Paramoudras



Paramoudra flint East Yorkshire



Often suggested that flints of northern province different to the 
south hence sedimentology different? 

Lewes Tubulars

Criel semi-tabular

Style of flint formation closely related to 
primary sed structure (trace fossils –
Bromley 1967, 1975; Bromley & Ekdale 1986)
and primary porosity (Clayton, 1986)



Some flints are different – Northern Province mushrooms
East Yorkshire



Sheet flints on conjugate shears



Sheet flints replace the fracture walls –
not filling the fracture



Sheet flints on shears
Offset of marl



Horizontal offset 
on a thin marl



Inclined sheet flints offset 
horizontally
Subhorizontal sheet flints



Trace fossils and macro-fossils
preserved in sheet-flint are relatively
undeformed hence these are early formed
flints

For more answers to the questions ask ChalkRock
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